
Group Therapy for Democracy
or

What's a Kleroterion?

by G. T. Wierzbicki

We are a troubled nation, for sure, but are we nuts?  Without doubt that's the verdict 
of Jon Stewart and his cohorts at Comedy Central who sent out an invitation last 
September for citizens to Rally to Restore Sanity on the National Mall in Washington, 
DC.

Five weeks later, on a clear and sunny Saturday in late October, 2010, many of We 
the Afflicted arrived.  After standing for hours in quarter mile long lines to buy tickets and 
find seats on too-densely packed commuter rail cars hundreds of thousands of revelers, 
many dressed in costumes and many more carrying signs, rolled into the nation's capital 
on Metro trains.  Tens of thousands more arrived by plane and charter bus from cities 
and towns across the United States.  Taxi cabs shuttled celebrants from inner city 
homes and overbooked hotels through near-gridlocked streets to the east end of the 
capital mall between Jefferson and Madison Streets -- where a stage was set up for the 
entertainment that few in the gathering mass either saw or heard until they played back 
the television broadcast of the event afterwards on their digital video recorder.  

The familiar theme song of his nationally syndicated cable television show 
trumpeted the arrival on stage of the event's sponsor, Jon Stewart.  A celebrity 
comedian and fake news anchor, Stewart welcomed the 10 million people he 
exaggerated to be in the crowd to the first, ever, national Rally to Restore Sanity.

Scant little agreement could be found among attendees about the purpose of the 
rally.  Most had come out of curiosity and to have good time; many for reasons that they 
could not quite grasp and did not fully understand.  A few came to reminisce about days-
gone-by, in which they marched on this very same mall to support civil rights and to 
oppose the war in Vietnam.  Others came out of a sense that the Democrats had 
missed countless opportunities to deliver the national political change they promised 
two years earlier and Stewart seems to be the public figure who gave the most coherent 
voice to their pain.  
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Some in the crowd came seeking an antidote to treat what they believe to be a 
highly virulent strain of mass insanity that grips US national politics.  They came in 
search of others with whom to share their frustration over an entrenched partisan 
political system that seems increasingly immune to reason and authentic deliberation.  
Many in this group were happy to find the beginnings of what they hoped might become 
gigantic group therapy sessions aimed at overcoming the nation’s inability to 
thoughtfully and deliberately address serious national issues.  These folks got it that 
Stewart's mission was to draw attention to the exaggerated left-right divide among the 
public, at large, and to expose the mainstream media's chronic addiction to reinforcing 
that division.

Still others in the crowd were desperate about the left's loss of mojo to prevent the 
transfer of power that was to follow in three days in the mid-term elections, and prayed 
Messiah Stewart would perform some miracle to lead the many gravely disappointed 
and disillusioned Democratic sympathizers across the country to rise up and defeat 
Republicans.  These folks left the rally bitterly disappointed.  It was never Stewart's 
intention to carry their crucifix for them, let alone step up onto it and offer himself in 
sacrifice. 

Rally co-host, Steven Colbert, came to the attention of the masses in attendance on 
Jumbotron screens scattered around the mall cowering bare-chested and unshaven in a 
cave supposedly 2000 feet below the stage.  Several minutes later, dressed as Captain 
America, Colbert emerged from a cylindrical capsule like that used to rescue miners in 
Chile just two weeks earlier.  

Among the crowd of merrymakers was a man about sixty years old wearing a tee-
shirt that displayed the century old quote of Major General Smedley Butler, USMC: "War 
is a Racket."   A somewhat younger man carried a sign that read: "I'm sure my wife's not 
a terrorist, but she scares me just the same!"   Another sign displayed the likeness of a 
large bell-shaped curve.  The small area under the left tail of the curve was colored blue 
and labeled Democrats.  The small area under the right tale was colored red and 
labeled Republicans.  The large central portion of the curve, representing over ninety 
percent of the area under the curve, was not colored at all.  It was labelled simply 
Answers.  Another sign hearkened back to the late H.L. Mencken, who once observed: 
"Under our democracy each party always devotes its chief energies to trying to prove 
that the other party is unfit to rule.  Both commonly succeed." 

Noteworthy in their absence were members of the mainstream news media -- 
Stewart's prime target for the event.  The Voice of America had assigned a camera crew 
and reporters to cover the event and independent media outlets such as the Real News 
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Network were present, but nowhere could be seen the national network or cable crews 
typically in atttendance at large-scale events in Washington, D.C.  Nowhere were the 
meticulously groomed, handsomely paid celebrity news anchors and political pundits be 
found on assignment at the rally.  Reportedly, news organizations such as National 
Public Radio chose not to cover the rally because they viewed it to be too political.  
Others chose not to cover it because it was not political enough -- seeming to be little 
more than a free concert promoting Stewart's and Colbert's television programs.  
Perhaps some chose not to cover it because it was organized by Stewart whose 
celebrity is largely due to his merciless satirizing of mainstream news.  Whatever the 
reason, besides the start-to-finish live coverage by Comedy Central, there was virtually 
no national media covering the event.   

On stage odd pairings of celebrity comedians and rock stars stoked the festivities by 
performing semi-rehearsed routines.  Cheryl Crowe sang with Kid Rock.  Jusef Islam, 
formerly Cat Stevens, resurrected his famous Peace Train.  Ozzy Osbourne countered 
with Crazy Train.   Even Kareem Abdul Jabbar made an appearance in a light hearted 
skit to show that all Muslims aren't terrorists.  

Across the street a middle-aged woman with long dark hair and a beaded headband 
stood calmly under a sprawling oak tree at the northeast corner of the Native American 
Museum.  She wore a black tee-shirt with "Homeland Security" written in bold white 
letters above a photograph of four native Americans each carrying a Winchester rifle.  
Below the picture is the caption: "Fighting Terrorism Since 1492."   

On a nearby street corner another man, dressed in a toga, engaged wits with 
passersby.  

"Who are you supposed to be?" asked a bystander.

"De-moc-ra-teez.  I am Democrates."

"Mr. Democrates, where are you from?" asked another.

"No, no.  Just Democrates.  I am a citizen of Athens."

"Would that be Athens, Greece?  Why are you here?"

"Yes.  One moment I'm in the midst of a group of fellow citizens in the Agora, and 
the next I'm in a fresh food market on Capitol Hill."

"The ruins of the ancient Agora in Athens?"

"Yes.  But when I left it was not in ruins."
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Playing along, someone cracked, "You don't look a day over 2000, Democrates.  
What were you doing when you were whisked away from the Agora?"

"Looking for the kleroterion."

"The what?"

"The kleroterion.  A device we use to select citizens for public office."

"A voting machine?"

"No, no.  We practice democracy in Athens.  We elect very few of our public 
officials."

"Democrates, we have a democracy here, too," said a man.  "Some say the United 
States is the paragon of modern democracy -- even though it gets a little crazy from 
time to time."

"A little crazy?  For Zeus's sake, casting a ballot every two years, and occasionally 
attending rallies like this, and calling that democracy is more than a little crazy!  Election 
contests are tools of the oligarchs -- used to divide a larger mass of citizens into smaller 
groups that pose less of a threat to the ruling class.   We Athenians have a word for 
citizens who cast ballots while leaving others to govern on their behalf: Idiotes.  It’s 
idiotic what you moderns do under the guise of democracy."

"Well, Democrates, at least We the Idiots managed to accomplish a few things you 
ancients never did.  We extended suffrage to women, and we abolished slavery!"

"I'll grant you the point about women's suffrage.  But you hardly abolished slavery.  
Rather, you've expanded slavery to cover virtually your entire citizenry -- enslaving them 
to a small group of privileged political, corporate and religious rulers.  You've exchanged 
independence of thought and action for the comfort and security you associate with 
being part of a powerful tribe or partisan group.  You might not know it, or care to admit 
it, or know what to do except gather on the mall in search of some elixir for group 
insanity, but your entrenched partisan divisions are symptoms of what ails your 
democracy -- relics of how your hallowed election contests turn aspirants to public office 
into game show contestants, and citizens into spectators who cheer on their favorite 
contestant from the comfort of their living rooms."

"Bizarre," one onlooker said quietly to another.  "Simply bizarre what some people 
will do for attention."
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"You mean like the celebrities performing on stage over there?" the other replied as 
the two walked away.  "Today's treatment must only be the beginning, 'cause I'm not 
feeling much saner, yet."

On stage Stewart stood alone to express heart felt thanks to his live and televised 
audience, and to review for them his purpose for hosting the rally.  "What exactly was 
this?" he asked with a trademark giggle.  Then, shifting from comic party host to 
concerned citizen, he answered his own question as he declared that while we might 
live in hard times they are not end times, and while the national news media could serve 
as the nation's social immune system to protect it from irrational beliefs and 
exaggerations, instead it colludes with the insanity to compound our illness.  

"The country's 24-hour political-pundit-perpetual-panic-conflictinator did not cause 
our problems," he added.  "But its existence makes solving them that much harder.  The 
press can hold its magnifying glass up to our problems, bringing them into focus, 
illuminating issues heretofore unseen.  Or they can use that magnifying glass to light 
ants on fire.  And then, perhaps, host a week of shows on the sudden, unexpected, 
dangerous, flaming-ant epidemic.  If we amplify everything, we hear nothing."

The a cappella vocals of Tony Bennet singing "America the Beautiful" settled onto 
the overflow crowd, signaling the official conclusion of the rally.  Street performers 
became indistinguishable from the masses in retreat to Metro stations, buses and other 
modes of transportation.  Thousands of revelers migrated to scores of post rally 
gatherings throughout Capitol Hill, where the merrymaking of the rally morphed into the 
serious business of dissecting its results and plotting strategy to pursue aspirations 
unfulfilled.  

At the home of a progressive lobbyist one conversation focused on how Stewart 
blew it.  "What a waste of time," said a mid-forties publisher of a liberal periodical and 
heir to the fortune of a one-time metals magnate.  "I lost a lot of respect for Jon and the 
others, today," she said.  "Not only did they not mention the urgency for us to get out the 
vote on Tuesday, but not once did they attempt to rally those in attendance or those 
watching on television to do whatever was needed over the next 72 hours to limit the 
damage."
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"What led you to believe that was Stewart's purpose?" someone asked.  "I think 
Stewart made it clear that rallying Democrats to victory on Tuesday was not his 
intention."

"He's supposed to be on our side," the publisher said.  "He's supposed to be one of 
us.  Why did he schedule this rally on the eve of the election if he wasn't going to rally 
our side?"

"But, this wasn't a political rally.  It was a rally to restore sanity -- to encourage the 
media not to resort to hyperbole, and to encourage us not to be misled by their 
hyperbole when they can't help themselves."

"He should have made a pitch to get out the vote, at least. This is going to be a 
disaster."

"Yes.  But there's no way Stewart can be expected to reverse the political damage 
Obama and the Dems have done to themselves during the last two years -- in the 
course of one afternoon -- with just three days to go.  That die is cast." 

"Oh, that's the same defeatist gibberish I heard all afternoon," she said as she 
turned to put distance between herself and this disagreeable fop -- either to locate a 
weapon with which to do him in, or to find more sympathetic souls with whom to 
commiserate.

Three days later the nation watched as the nightmare headline for most left-leaning 
and many centrist citizens played out on network and cable news television channels: 
Republicans Rout Democrats to Regain Control of the House of Representatives.  

As expected mainstream media reporters and political pundits focused their 
magnifying glasses on the obvious.  Reports deviated little from observations that the 
2006 ascension of the Democrats to majority collapsed in 2010 under the rubble of a 
landslide Republican victory.  Much was made that the crushing defeat at the hands of 
an odd coalition of right wing Republicans and ultra right wing Tea Party Republicans 
approached the magnitude not seen since New Deal Democrats took control of the 
House in 1938.  Reporters echoed each other as they attributed the Democratic defeat 
to the dismal economic recovery on the Democrats' watch, and with little real evidence 
declared that the Republican victory suggested that they must have "learned their 
lesson well since similar defeats in 2006 and 2008."  Within days of the election 
mainstream media were setting ants on fire by focusing on declarations by Mitch 
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McConnell, John Boehner and other Republican leaders that their number one priority 
was to ensure Barrack Obama is a one term president!  

Yet, few mainstream reporters bothered to ask messieurs McConnell and Boehner 
directly how their parochial position would be helpful during a time of national turmoil.  
And those few who did, failed to follow up to ferret out whatever self-serving spin might 
be included in the politicians' replies.  And nowhere in the reports of the mainstream 
media were to be found any inquiry into the truth that the election represented anything 
short of a major political shift in the nation.  Nowhere was it even asked why just over 
half of the forty percent of the nation's eligible voters who went to the polls could 
produce a major shift in the nation.  What of the sixty percent of the eligible voters who 
did not bother to go to the polls to register their preferences?  Are they satisfied with the 
election results, or just fed up with the system?  Are they just to be ignored?

And what might any of this portend for American democracy?  Can a system of 
government in which so few eligible voters choose national public officials truly 
represent the interests of five-fifths of the public?  And, if not, is it proper to consider 
such a system even remotely democratic?  These questions are never asked.

Instead, we were left with fake newsmen like Stewart and Colbert to fill the 
mainstream news media void, to point out the need for national therapy to treat the ills 
of our democracy, and to inquire into the much more substantive elements that 
precipitated the rally:  What of the sanity of a political system that restores to power 
many of the rascals that got us into the current mess, and seems totally unable to get 
beyond partisanship and deal effectively with two unpopular wars, an economy on life 
support, a national treasury hemorrhaging money, and serious doubts about the future 
sustainability of life on the planet?

Some in the Stewart camp were heard to say, "What our nation is doing in our name 
is nuts." 

Ancient Athenians developed democracy as a means for the citizens to ward off 
domination of their government by the oligarchs.  Yet, the element the Athenians found 
necessary to exclude to prevent oligarchy, elections, has become the center piece of 
modern so-called democracies -- thereby institutionalizing oligarchy, not democracy.

In the wake of the French Revolution a French mathematician, Condorcet, tried 
unsuccessfully to develop an electoral system that could confidently produce results 
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that represented the will of the citizens of France.  In the mid twentieth century an 
American mathematician and economist, Kenneth Arrow, found the reason for 
Condorcet's failing when he proved that under most circumstances prevalent in modern 
election contests, such a system is mathematically not possible!

Thomas Jefferson tirelessly warned, " An elective despotism is not what we fought 
for."  And upon the conclusion of the Philadelphia convention in 1787 James Madison 
wrote that the first object of government is to protect the nation from the violence of 
faction.  The founders were well versed in the insidious evil that faction posed to popular 
governments throughout history.  Yet, the history of our nation has shown that the 
founders failed to afford adequate defenses against faction, rather incorporating 
elements such as election contests that invariably promote its perpetuation!

Where's the coherent and deliberate inquiry in the mainstream media about any of 
this, or about what we must consider to do to rectify our system of government in view 
of this?  And, what's the likelihood that the political, business or religious leaders, so 
well served by the current system, will champion a coherent and deliberate inquiry into 
what we must do to establish legitimate democracy in the United States?

Sadly, nowhere and none.

Yet, on Comedy Central, Stewart and Colbert can be seen most weeknights 
cracking jokes and making excellent livings pointing up the insanity of our system of 
government.  And somewhere Democrates can be heard saying to all who will listen, 
"Just as it's the rare Duke basketball fan who concerns himself with how to improve rival 
UNC's basketball team, so too it's the rare Republican who concerns himself with how 
to improve any Democrat's chances to succeed and vice versa.  When politics 
degenerates into the spectacle of election contests, the citizens are left with little 
practical alternative to highly divisive politics in which defeating the opposition, not 
uniting the nation becomes the goal -- and misrepresentation and hyperbole crowd out 
reasoned debate.  The inevitable result for any nation that depends so heavily on 
election contests is entrenched division among the citizens, and, more importantly, 
between the electorate and those elected!"

Perhaps it's time we sought out Democrates to ask, "Just what is a kleroterion, 
anyway, and how does it work to ensure real democracy?'  

And then, too, perhaps it's time to ask ourselves, "As citizens of a democracy, why 
don't we know?"
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